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Question (1).- - (.25 lVlar!<sl

(a) A l0 kg block slides down a smoth inclined surface as shown in Fig. I with a velocity 0.22 rn/s. The
gap between the block and the surface is 0.1 mm Assume the velocity dishibution in the gap is.linear
and the area of the blockin contact with oil is 0.2 #. The kinematicviscosity of oilis 4.2xl0a ri/s.
Find for oil;
i- The mass density
ii- The specific gravity
iii- The specific weight
iv- The shear stress

(8 Marks)

Figure 1 -
(b) The air pressure in the sealed tanks are (-22 cm Hg) colum and 20 kN/nf in the left and right tanks,

respecrively, see Fig. 2. Determine the elevation of the rnanonreter liquid in the right n*1r"i1iil.n:!"

(c)  Longsol idcy l inderofradius0.SmhingedatpointAisusedasanautomat icgate,asshowninFig.3.
When the water level reaches 5 rn, the gate opens by tuming about the hinge at point A. Determine

(9 Marks)
The hydrostatic force acting on the cylinder and its line of action when the gate o pens,

Figure 2 Figurt 3

Question (2) _- _ ( 25 lllarksl

(a) For the condition of stability of floating bodies derive an expression for the rptacentric height.

(9 Marks)

ft) fUe tank of water in ̂ Fig. a is 12 cm wide into the paper. If the tank is accelerated to the right b rigid-
body nnrion at 6 rry's', corpute (a) the water depth at AB, and (b) the water force on panel AB.

(8 Marks)

(c) ,1, U+ute that contains water in its right arm and anotherliquid in its left arm is rotated about an axis
closer to the left arrn, see Fig. 5. For a known rotation rate (It{=39 rev/min) at which the liqui{i levels in
both anrs are the same, the density ofthe fluid in the left arm is to be detemrined.
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Figure 2
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Ouestion 6) 05 Merksl

(a) For one-dimpnsional incoryressible flows derive Bemolli's equation.
(b) Develop an erpression for the actual discharge using a pipeline orifice rreter,

(8 Marks)
(8 Marks)

(c) Kerosene (SF = 0.85) flows through the venture mter shown in Fig. 6 with flow rates ranging between 0.005
and 0.050 nt'is. For steady ideal flow, determine the range in pressure diference (P1- P2) needed to reasure
these flow rates, (9 Marks)

(a) In the hydraulic circuit shown in Fig. 7, find the punp power if thepunp head is 55 m water. (SMarks)

f=O:{lt'S
Figurc 7

(b) Using the monpntum theory, prove that the efficiency of propellers is a firnction of the approaching and far
downstream velocities ofthe flowing fluid (9 Marks)
(c) Water accelerated by a uode sbikes the back surface of a cart nnving horizontally at a constant velocity as shown
il 

liC. 
8. Determine the braking force and the powerwasted by the brakes.

5 m/s
(8 Marks)

Figure I
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D1= 0.1 m

Kerosene, $G = 0,85

0.005 m3/s < Q s 0,050 m3/s
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